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No doubt the direction which intellec-

tual development takes is to a considerable

extent determined by circumstances but the

kind of mind is irrevocable decided before

the child is born.L. Doncaster onHeridity


    

     


Man must learn to tame by science

the nescient way wardness which lays

waste his stock.- Prof. Pearson
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Alexis Carrel

 our present weakness comes

both from our unappreciation of individual-

ity and from our ignorance of the

constituation of the human being.
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    charity begins at

home, but you must expand it,the charity of

home.


I am supreme soul, the Parabrahma. 
    



Children! you must fix your attention at the

root of the nose to have “you” and draw the

sprit onward. 
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This was my policy, when I was Jesus. You

can search Holy Book.   
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Think yourself

always powerful. Think not yourself that you
are an idle fellow. .....We are nothing but the

abodes of the supreme spirit. 
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A person is but a Name and

Form. He has his origin in the Cosmic Light.

...Now this is a scientific fact that all Names

and Forms have identical sets of vibration, but

this scientific fact the science of modern days

is unable to find or appreciate. That every Name

and Form is enveloped in cosmic light is appar-

ent when any tangible thing is examined with

prism. ...Even letters of the alphabet have their

roots in the great Light ocean, from which they

constantly derive nourishment and are continu-

ously enveloped by cosmic light in the form of

Seven cosmic colours.  (Dr. A. K.

Bandopadhyaya, Teletherapy)
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  Reflectin on life

  If life had not

an irresistable tendency to preserve itself,
it would no longer exist today....The wild
animal reacts instinctively against adverse
condition in his environment in such a way
as to assure the continuty of its existence.
In man this reaction is both automatic and
voluntary. The law of self-preservation is
written in the structure of our body and
expressed in every special mode of

unconscious activity in our tissuesthe

adaptive function.
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I and father is one, none

can reach Him but through me.
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